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Now that you've built your solar panels, how do you set up a photovoltaic system and plug in? In

Solar II, Phillip Hurley, author of Build Your Own Solar Panel, will show you how to:Calculate daily

electrical usage and needs Plan and size your solar electric system Build racks and charge

controllers Mount and orient PV panels Wire solar panel arrays Make a ventilated battery box Wire

battery arrays for solar panels Install an inverter Maintain solar batteries for optimum life and

performance Make your own combiner box, bus bars, and DC and AC service boxes Solar II

includes easy-to-follow directions with over 150 black & white photos, illustrations and schematics.
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I give this book high marks because it is a very straightforward DIY approach to the details of

installing a solar electric system -something hard to find.It should be on the list of anyone who has

decided to set up a basic off-the-grid system , but it will be especially handy for anyone actually

doing it themselves. Although Hurley goes through all the basics of handling electric components

and aims at doing so on a budget, the reader would best be prepared if he/she has some familiarity

and a minimum comfort level with the subject.I am a homeowner who has done basic AC

wiring.This book gave me a much better backround in electric theory and handling DC. I take off a

little for a couple editing mistakes which really can make a difference in a technical subject.

However, they are minor and anyone reading with comprehension will not be mislead. I don't plan to

build each component myself ( for instance, I will buy a charge controller with more sophisticated



features than these instructions cover), but I found the explanation for a simplified and cheaper

approach useful in making that choice. As far as the more basic construction questions, Hurley sets

the reader free to be creative,but again a certain can-do attitude is best when making your own

plans. His general advise on managing and maintaining the system is excellent and he also gives

very useful references for suppliers and further reading which are not yet too dated. October, 2014

update. About $8,000 bucks later I have my system up and running. Needless to say I did not install

the simple system described in this book. My education continued with much more reading in print

and online.The components available now are light years ahead of stuff available even 10 years

ago, and prices have kept coming down.

This is actually a great book on how to build solar systems. Its well written and very straighforward.

The presentation has a lot to be desired, but its sufficient.The reason I give it 3 stars is due to a

huge flaw. If you lack knowledge about electrical components or electricity, this book will be very

hard to understand. Its written in a "Just do it" format. Sure, he goes over all the components and

what they do, but I feel its not sufficient. For a person like me, and for most people im sure, I need to

be shown what EVERYTHING does and why, STEP BY STEP. That way, I wont screw up as

electricity is nothing to be playing around with. He even mentions certain precautions to take, so im

not sure why he didnt go more into depth. Thats why I bought the book, to learn how and why. The

best way I can put it is, if your an electrician, or if you have studied electricity before, you will have

an easy time reading this book and building your solar systems. With those skills, a lot will be

familiar to you. If you are like me, and have little to no skills about electricity, then this will be a hard

book to understand. I have finished the book, but I have to go back and reread all the major parts

again. I will try and figure it out.Another big flaw, and I feel this one is even worse than the first one,

is the size of the system he deals with in the book. He calls it the Solar II project. It is too large and

too complex for a beginner! I assume people buying this book are beginners trying to learn. The

system he uses as a starter system is way to much. I expected for him to use a small system as an

example. That way the reader can learn by assembling it. If the reader tries to assemble the system

in the book, they will run into major problems. Possibly even hurt themselves.
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